
Ksplice

Bell Integration can help you 
manage and migrate your Linux 
solution over to Oracle, making it 
possible for you to keep up with
importanimportant updates without 
burdening your team with the 
operational cost and disruption 
of rebooting.
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The Challenge
Linux kernel security updates with important 
new security and reliability patches are
released about once per month. 

IndustrIndustry regulations and best practices 
require companies to apply these security 
updates and patches regularly because 
security is compromised by a failure to 
update. System administrators are forced to 
choose between known best practices and 
system reboots that are costly and disruptive.

The SolutionThe Solution
Ksplice is fully integrated with Oracle Linux, 
Oracle Linux Premier Support customers can 
apply updates without rebooting – increasing 
the security, reliability, and availability of 
Oracle Linux.

BelBell Integration are Oracle’s Linux EMEA 
Partner of the Year. We can help you migrate  
your existing Linux Licenses to Oracle as 
well as provide discovery, consultancy, 
management and additional support of your 
Linux distribution. 

Benefits
 Lower your Linux licensing costs and  
 right-size your solution.

 Lower your operational costs by    
 reducing the amount of supervision  
 time required for reboots.

  Improve application availability and
 uptime.

 Realise greater security with the
 ability to promptly install OS
 upgrades.

 Experience improved support and   
 expert management for Linux.

Why Use Bell & KspliceWhy Use Bell & Ksplice
Ksplice allows system administrators to deliver 
valuable patches with lower costs, less
downtime, increased security, and greater 
flexibility and control.

BelBell Integration will provide expert advise and 
consultancy. Allowing you to right-size your 
licensing solution and reduce costs. 

Operational costs are reduced through using 
Bell’s managed services with Ksplice  allowing 
for costly reboots to be reduced to a minium.

RiskRisk and business interuption is mitigated, 
as Bell expert support coupled with KSplice 
allows you avoid complications that can arrise 
with with system reboots.

With over 250,000 systems protected, over 
10,000,000 updates applied, over 4,000,000
rebootreboots saved, Ksplice is rapidly becoming the 
de facto standard for keeping your Linux
systems up to date.
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Oracle Linux Ksplice
Security patch your Linux distribution 
without rebooting and save on 
operational and licensing costs
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